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Pokemon GO!
Cara J. Stevens

Pokemon GO! The Ultimate Unauthorized Guide is a 
must-read companion to the hit mobile game that has taken 
the world by storm. This essential guide will teach gamers 
all they need to know to become the ultimate Pokemon 
Master. Filled with tips, cheats, strategies, insights and even 
guides to Pokemon Go sites in a variety of cities, Pokemon 
GO! The Ultimate Unauthorized Guide is indispensable 
for anyone who's gotta catch 'em all. Available September 
2016.

Griffin • PB • Computer games / online games: strategy guides

9781250135568 $17.99

Heartless
Marissa Meyer

A girl who has a talent for cooking magical confections 
that can alter a person's emotions catches the eye of the 
King of Hearts, who wants her for his bride. She will do 
anything to avoid this fate, particularly as she finds 
herself falling in love with the mysterious new court 
jester... Stock available from 25/10/16.

Macmillan Australia • PB • Folklore, Myths & Legends

9781925479478 $18.99

Seriously Shifted
Tina Connolly

Teenage witch Cam isn’t crazy about the idea of learning 
magic. She’d rather be no witch than a bad one. But when a 
trio of her mother’s wicked witch friends decide to wreak 
havoc in her high school, Cam has no choice but to try to 
stop them. Now Cam’s learning invisibility spells, dodging 
exploding cars, and pondering the ethics of love potions. All 
while trying to keep her grades up and go on a first date 
with her crush. If the witches don’t get him first, that is. Can’t 
a good witch ever catch a break?

Tor Teen • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9780765383754 $24.99

Seriously Wicked
Tina Connolly

Camellia's adopted mother wants Cam to grow up to be 
just like her. Problem is, Mum's a seriously wicked witch. 
Cam's used to stopping the witch's crazy schemes for 
world domination. But when the witch summons a 
demon, he gets loose and into Devon, the cute new boy 
at school. Suddenly Cam's got bigger problems than 
passing Algebra. Her friends are getting zombiefied. 
Their dragon is tired of hiding in the RV garage. For 
being a shy boy-band boy, Devon is sure kissing a bunch 
of girls. And a phoenix hidden in the school is going to 
explode on the night of the Halloween Dance. To stop 
the demon before he destroys Devon's soul, Cam might 
have to try a spell of her own. But if she's willing to work 
spells like the witch... will that mean she's wicked too?

Tor Teen • TPB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9780765375179 $16.99

Gap Life
John Coy

He's not ready to start college. But will his gap year turn into 
a gap life? Cray got into the same college his father 
attended and is expected to go. And to go into pre-med. 
And to get started right away. His parents are paying the 
tuition. It should be an easy decision. But it's not. All Cray 
knows is that what's expected of him doesn't feel right. The 
pressure to make a decision - from his family, his friends - is 
huge. Until he meets Rayne, a girl who is taking a gap year, 
and who helps him find his first real job, at a home of four 
adults with developmental disabilities. What he learns about 
himself and others will turn out to be more than any 
university could teach him - and twice as difficult.

Feiwel & Friends • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250088956 $24.99

We Are Still Tornadoes
Michael Kun and Susan Mullen

Growing up across the street from each other, Scott and 
Cath have been best friends their entire lives. Cath helps 
Scott with his English homework, he makes her mix 
tapes (it's the 80s after all), and any fight they had would 
be forgotten over TV and cookies. But now they've 
graduated high school and Cath is off to college while 
Scott is at home pursuing his musical dreams. During 
their first year apart, they realise that the only person 
they want to turn to is each other. But does that mean 
they should be more than friends? Or is change an 
inescapable part of growing up? And friendship the only 
thing that can help us navigate it? This funny yet deeply 
moving book captures all the beautiful confusion and 
emotional intensity we find on the verge of adulthood... 
and first love.

Griffin • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250098405 $25.99
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The Best Possible Answer
E. Katherine Kottaras

Ultra-high-achiever Viviana Rabinovich-Lowe has always 
had a plan - and no room to be anything less than perfect. 
But her quest for perfection comes to a screeching halt 
when her boyfriend leaks racy pictures of her to the entire 
school. Making matters worse, her parents are getting 
divorced and now her perfect family is falling apart. For the 
first time, Viv feels like a complete and utter failure. Then 
she gets a job working at the community pool, where she 
meets a new group of friends who know nothing about her 
past. That includes Evan, a gorgeous guy who makes her 
want to do something she never thought she'd do again: 
trust. For the first time in her life, Viv realises she can 
finally be whoever she wants. But who is that? While she 
tries to figure it out, she learns something they never 
covered in her AP courses.

Griffin • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250072818 $25.99

Infinity
Jus Accardo

Being the daughter of an army general isn't easy. 
Someone's always watching. And when seventeen-year-
old Kori Anderson is caught vandalising public property, 
two of her father's subordinates are assigned to supervise 
her. There's Cade, as beautiful as he is deadly who 
watches her with hungry eyes, and Noah, hauntingly 
familiar, who glares at her in disgust. When they save her 
from a seemingly random attack, Kori's world turns upside 
down. Kori's father heads the Infinity Division, a secret 
government project responsible for inventing a device that 
allows travel between parallel Earths. When a man 
seeking revenge - a twisted individual who feels wronged 
by her father - declares war on Infinity, Kori ends up in a 
deadly crossfire.

Entangled Publishing • TPB • Science fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781633754973 $16.99

Forget Me Always
Sara Wolf

Isis Blake is stuck in the hospital with a turban-size 
bandage on her head, more Jell-o than a human being 
should ever face, and a tiny bit of localised amnesia. Her 
only goal? To get out of this place before she becomes a 
complete nutjob herself. But as Isis's memories start to 
return, she realises there's something important there at 
the edges of her mind. Something about Jack Hunter - the 
'Ice Prince'. Isis is making The Ice Prince thaw. With her 
purple hair and smart-assed mouth, Isis made him feel 
human. He doesn't think that he deserves her. He is 
dangerous but that might be the only thing protecting her 
from something far more threatening. Her past.

Entangled Publishing • TPB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781633753174 $16.99

Fathomless
Anne M Pillsworth

Since summoning a blood familiar and wreaking havoc on 
his town, Sean Wyndham has tried to stay away from the 
lure of magic. But now Sean has been offered the chance 
to study magic with a proper teacher, an heir to an ancient 
order of much power, who protects New England from that 
which lurks in the coastline's unseen depths. 
Accompanied by his best friend, Eddy, and their enigmatic 
new friend Daniel, Sean wades out deeper into mystical 
legend and shadow. With hints and secrets buried long in 
family lore, they turn to the suspicious Reverend Orne for 
assistance. But as Sean deepens his understanding of his 
power, a darkness is waking...

Tor Books • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9780765335906 $25.99

The Galahad Archives Book Three
Dom Testa

The third and final two-book omnibus edition of Dom 
Testa's Galahad Archives series for young adults, 
featuring the Cosmic Storm (2011) and The Galahad 
Legacy (2012). When the tail of the comet Bhaktul flicks 
through the Earth's atmosphere, deadly particles are left in 
its wake. Suddenly, mankind is confronted with a virus that 
devastates the adult population. Only those under the age 
of eighteen seem to be immune. A renowned scientist 
proposes a bold plan: to create a ship that will carry a 
crew of 251 teenagers to a home in a distant solar system. 
Two years later, Galahad and its crew - none over the age 
of sixteen - are launched. If their mission fails, it will be the 
end of the human race.

Tor Teen • TPB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9780765383419 $18.99

Kingdom of Sleep
E.K.Johnston

The world is made safe by a woman... but it is a very big 
world. It has been generations since the Storyteller Queen 
saved her country from fire and blood - but now, the 
kingdom of Kharuf is threatened by a demon gathering 
power. When a princess is born, the demon is ready with 
her final blow: a curse that will cost that princess her very 
soul, or force her to destroy her own people to save her 
life. The threads of magic are tightly spun, binding 
princess and exiled spinners into a desperate plot to break 
the curse. But the web of power is dangerously tangled -
and they may not see the true pattern until it is unspooled. 
Kingdom of Sleep by the critically acclaimed E. K. 
Johnston, is a spellbinding retelling of an enchanting fairy 
tale with the power of story at its heart.

Macmillan Children's Books • PB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781509837106 $16.99

Jess, Chunk, and the Road Trip to Infinity
Kristin Elizabeth Clark

The last time Jess saw her father, she was a boy. Now 
she's a high school graduate, soon to be on her way to art 
school. But first she has some unfinished business with 
her dad. So she's driving halfway across the country to his 
wedding. He happens to be marrying her mum's ex-best 
friend. It's not like Jess wasn't invited; she was. She just 
never told anyone she was coming. Surprise! Luckily, Jess 
isn't making this trip alone. Her best friend, Christopher -
nicknamed Chunk - is joining her. Along the way, Jess and 
Chunk learn a few things about themselves - and each 
other - which call their feelings about their relationship into 
question.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9780374380069 $25.99

Rocking the Resistance: Spacepop 2
Erin Downing

Space, music and fashion combine when the princesses 
of SPACEPOP go on an epic new adventure. Despite the 
efforts of SPACEPOP and the Rebel Resistance, the Evil 
Empress Geela still remains in power. Athena, Luna, 
Rhea, Hera, and Juno - the five exiled princesses of the 
planets of the Pentangle - refuse to give up. Their band 
SPACEPOP gains more intergalactic fame and popularity, 
reaching more ears with their rebel message. As Geela 
launches an offensive to maintain control of the galaxies, 
the five princesses go on their most dangerous mission 
yet to undermine her rule and rescue their parents. Can 
they pull it off while keeping their true identities under 
wraps? This sequel includes two full-colour inserts of 24 
graphic novel pages that visually showcase the band's 
musical performances.

St Martin's Press • HB • General fiction (Children's / Teenage)

9781250102287 $19.99



Busy Holiday
Sebastien Braun

Summer's here, and the days are full of fun and sunshine 
in Busy Holiday. Pack the car, splash in the sea, whoosh 
down a water slide then pitch a tent just in time for bed! 
This wonderfully illustrated novelty book by Sebastien 
Braun is perfect for sharing summer time with young 
children. They will love to push, pull and spin the tabs and 
bring the summer holiday to life.

Campbell Books • Picture Books

9781509835768 $6.99

Busy School
Angie Rozelaar

The school bell's rung, let's start the day! With something 
to push, pull or slide on every spread, this is the perfect 
book for little children who are about to start school or 
nursery. Turn the wheel to find new words and pictures, 
clamber up the climbing frame, make dough models and 
have a fun-filled day at school. Busy School has easy-to-
handle mechanisms making it perfect for young, inquisitive 
fingers and minds! This board book is beautifully illustrated 
by Angie Rozelaar.

Campbell Books • Picture Books

9781509835775 $6.99

The Airport Book
Lisa Brown

Follow a family and the youngest member's favorite sock 
monkey through all the inner and outer workings of an 
airport. In a book that is as intriguing as it is useful and 
entertaining, we follow a family on its way through the 
complexities of a modern-day airport. From checking bags 
and watching them disappear on the mysterious conveyer 
belt, to security clearance and a seemingly endless wait at 
the gate to finally being airborne. But wait! There's more! 
The youngest family member's sock monkey has gone 
missing. Follow it at the bottom of the page as it makes a 
journey as memorable as that of the humans above.

St Martin's Press • PB • Picture Books

9781626729261 $14.99

Geronimo Stilton #18: "First to the Last Place on Earth"
Geronimo Stilton and Ryan Jampole

It's a race to the bottom of the world when Geronimo and 
his friends Petunia, Benjamin, Trap, and Bruce join 
explorer Roald Amundsen’s expedition to reach the South 
Pole in 1911. From Norway, through Portugal, and then 
straight on to the Bay of Whales in Antarctica. They’ll have 
to evade the sneaky sabotage of the Pirate Cats to make 
sure Amundsen is the very first person to reach the Pole!

Papercutz • HB • Comic strip fiction / graphic novels (Children's / Teenage)

9781629916033 $14.99

Mac & Cheese
James Proimos

Mac and Cheese are the very best of friends, but 
sometimes they have trouble understanding each other. 
Cheese is dazzled by Mac's big, big brain, and Mac is 
baffled by Cheese's artistic talent. But they soon learn that 
no amount of misunderstanding can get in the way of their 
unique friendship. Told with tenderness and humour, this 
picture book, divided into three short stories, showcases 
the special bond between two unlikely friends.

Henry Holt • HB • Short stories (Children's / Teenage)

9780805091564 $22.99

Squirrels Leap, Squirrels Sleep
April Pulley Sayre; illustrated by Steve Jenkins

With its distinctive collage art style, this book follows 
squirrels and their daily activities: climbing, storing seeds, 
making homes in tree holes - maybe even flying! Discover 
squirrels of different kinds and colours as they scamper, 
eat, and - finally - sleep. Gorgeous illustrations and a 
lyrical text are combined in another winning title from this 
star-studded author-illustrator pair.

Henry Holt • HB • Picture Books

9780805092516 $22.99

Fire Engine Man
Written and illustrated by Andrea Zimmerman and David Clemesha

Alarm rings... Lights flash... Sirens sound - FIRE! Here 
comes the fire engine man! Dressed from head to toe in 
special gear, he drives his trusty fire truck to the scene 
and puts the fire out. It's all in a day's work for this brave 
firefighter! Told in simple words from a little boy's point of 
view, this timeless picture book celebrates a child's world 
of adventure.

Henry Holt • Picture Books

9781627795036 $12.99

Good Morning, City
Pat Kiernan; illustrated by Pascal Campion

It's dark and quiet. The moon still glimmers in the sky.
While the baker, the ferry boat captain, and the TV 
anchorman are busy at work, most people are cosily 
snuggled in bed. Then dawn's first light peeks through the 
tree branches. Wake up, city! There is much to be done in 
neighbourhoods all across the metropolis. As the morning 
gets brighter, the city streets bustle with people ready to 
start the day.

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Family & home stories (Children's / Teenage)

9780374303464 $24.99



If I Could Drive, Mama
Cari Best; illustrated by Simone Shin

When Charlie turns a cardboard box into a car, he can't 
wait for Mama to be his first passenger - and she is happy 
to go along. He adjusts the mirror, checks to make sure 
there is enough gas, and reminds Mama to buckle up. 
Then off they go - rev rev vroom - on their adventure. 
There are places to visit and obstacles to avoid and even 
a traffic jam. When they are done, Mama is exhausted, but 
Charlie can't wait to take her on another trip. Rev rev 
vroom!

Farrar Straus Giroux • HB • Picture Books

9780374302054 $24.99

Counting Cars
The Counting Collection

From sports cars to dump trucks, police cars to school 
buses, there are all kinds of cars and things that go racing 
across the pages of this big seek-and-find board book. 
Every spread is packed with all kinds of vehicles to look 
for, find and count, with a whimsical and fun odd-one-out 
picture to spot on each one. Sturdy picture tabs make 
page-turning easy, and allow young vehicle fans to turn to 
their favourite page for car counting fun time and time 
again.

Priddy Books • Early Learning: Numbers & Counting

9781783412983 $14.99

Zoo
Noisy Peekaboo

An animal-themed board book with multiple novelties: a 
four-button sound bar, integrated lift-the-flaps and a carry 
handle. Each page has a big flap to lift with a peekaboo 
hole showing part of an animal underneath - children will 
have fun guessing what the animal is, then lifting the flap 
to see if they are right. Helps babies and toddlers learn 
about animals, while assisting early skills including speech 
development and hand-eye coordination.

Priddy Books • Sound Story, Noisy Books, Musical Books

9781783413041 $12.99

Moo
Noisy Peekaboo

An animal-themed board book with multiple novelties: a 
four-button sound bar, integrated lift-the-flaps and a carry 
handle. Each page has a big flap to lift with a peekaboo 
hole showing part of an animal underneath - children will 
have fun guessing what the animal is, then lifting the flap 
to see if they are right. Helps babies and toddlers learn 
about animals, while assisting early skills including speech 
development and hand-eye coordination.

Priddy Books • Sound Story, Noisy Books, Musical Books

9781783413058 $12.99


